
Questions and Suggestions for DCMs 
 

1. What’s the DCM’s plan to encourage more GSR participation?  
○ Speak to DCM and Registrar and find out who doesn’t have GSR and take time 

to go share ESH, benefits of service, conference issues, etc. 
○ Communicate, communicate, communicate 
○ Connect with registrar, created boards for everyday of the week who is not 

represented and GSRs picked days and helped engage new GSRs and get new 
groups involved 

○ “Spiritual competition” 
○ Visitation committees visit grey groups 
○ Have a good answer to “why should they participate?” and talk about what district 

is doing 
○ Commit to go to 2 new meetings to communicate with and engage the 7th 

tradition 
○ Create unity committee and as a committee visit these unrepresented groups 
○ Solicit active group members to hold business meeting and be GSR 

 
2. Can GSRs be encouraged to share status updates? 

○ DCM report, go through committees and want to hear from GSRs and listen to 
each of them 

○ Should be put at beginning of meeting 
○ Make time, show upside down triangle and want to hear from GSRs - you are 

reason we are here 
○ Have an item at beginning of meeting called “group concerns” questions 
○ A lot of discussion 
○ Encourage all GSRs to share 
○ Format to put on display for GSRs 
○ GSRs go around room and talk about self support and other pertinent info 

 
3. Who handles redistricting? 

○ Area redistricted because not enough coverage 
○ Area redistricted to have better group count 
○ Area redistricted because of large land mass 
○ District with subdistricts had ad hoc to redistrict 
○ DCMs worked together to make changes 

 
4. A. DCM should encourage service sponsorship to help understand all the literature 

received from GSO 
B. Develop a “quick start” guide and a sample meeting report format 

○ DCMs need to take time to go through it with GSRs, just like the big book, goes 
through service manual during district meetings 

○ DCMs responsibility to make GSRs feel comfortable  



○ Tradition and concept every month  
○ GSR pamphlet, they have reading homework but discuss together 
○ Have GSR orientation quarterly 

5. Organize a mini GSR assembly to orient new GSRs 
○ 6 workshops and a linguistic workshop on service manual and conference 

approved literature 
○ Orient our DCMs so they can serve you best 
○ Temporary service sponsorship 
○ How am I talking to GSRs? Need to communicate well, firm, and respectful with a 

side of fun 
○ Thank them for being there 
○ Powerpoint presentation and engage them and keep them interested 

 
6. Organize a monthly service manual meeting 

○ District has a meeting every month and reads service manual a little bit each 
meeting 

○ Area does traditions and concepts visitations  
 
 
 


